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I. INTRODUCTION
Emmanuel International Church (EIC) has been serving the English language population of Paris for more
than fifty years. What began as a US military church has evolved through time to become the multicultural,
multiethnic international church that it is today. EIC can have between 30-40 different nationalities
represented on any given Sunday, and it is constantly welcoming new Parisians into its community. Given
the nature of international ministry in megacities, EIC is constantly seeing new people move into town and
faithful members move out of town. With this type of community, EIC has the potential to minister to many
people from all over the world and then send them out to new places.
EIC is an evangelical Baptist church that is committed to the Scriptures and the mission of God. EIC has
two full time pastors: Parker Windle (this document’s main author) is the Senior Pastor and a Beeson
Divinity School graduate and University of Mobile undergraduate. He has been living in France for almost
10 years now. Justin Hendricks (graduate of SEBTS) is the church’s Associate Pastor. EIC has two
services that are each about 80 percent full. There have been many considerations to expand the
ministry, and EIC has concluded that the best way to grow and increase our gospel impact is through
church planting.
EIC is located in Rueil Malmaison in the western suburbs of Paris and many of our members live in Paris.
Our vision statement reflects our understanding of our responsibility to reach out to the English language
community in the whole of the greater Paris area, not merely those in our close vicinity in the western
suburbs. To accomplish this vision, we need to populate the city with new congregations. The first step in
accomplishing this goal—a church plant in the Ternes area of Paris—is the subject of this proposal.

II. WHY PLANT AN ENGLISH-SPEAKING CHURCH IN PARIS?
The first question that many may ask is, “Why would you plant an English-language church in a Frenchlanguage city? Don’t we need more French churches in Paris?”
Yes, of course, Paris needs more French churches, but it needs more gospel-proclaiming churches of
other languages as well! Globalization forces us to start thinking this way about large, multicultural cities.
Many people move to Paris and do not speak French. This population includes people from countries
where English is their first language, such as the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, etc.,
but it also includes countries where English is a second language. Our church is filled with people like this,
whether they be from Nigeria, Ghana, China, India, South America, or various European countries. The
fact that English is a trade language means that we have an opportunity (and responsibility!) to reach a
segment of the population of Paris that French churches don’t have. On top of this, certain French people
are attracted to an English church because of language, and we have a unique opportunity to reach them
as well. Similar to the way Koine Greek was used by the apostles in Acts, English is used by our church
as a similar advantage.

A. POPULATION
So, in terms of numbers, how many are we talking about? This is a difficult statistic to give accurately, but
given the current data, a conservative estimate is 3-4 million unreached English language people.
Including the whole region, Paris is a city of about 12 million people, which is the largest urban population
in Europe (slightly larger than London as of late-2017). Of that 12 million, 20 percent (2.4 million) are firstgeneration immigrants; at least 40 percent of the children who live in Paris have at least one parent who
was a first-generation immigrant; 10.3 percent (1.24 million) are non-EU foreigners. As for French
language people who can speak English proficiently, studies estimate anywhere between 13-39 percent of
the population of France. Considering our ministry is to Paris, where more people speak English, that
number will be at the upper end of those statistics. So, out of a city of 12 million, a conservative estimate
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of those who can simply speak English is between 3-4 million, and many in this group will be more
comfortable in English than French. This number is likely to grow, as the importance of English,
immigration, and the number of students all seem to be trending upwards.
Sometimes it is difficult to put big numbers into perspective. Of late I have had the privilege of participating
in a few church planting feasibility studies of European cities that could have an English language church.
Each time I either participate in or read a study that has been done, the large opportunity that Paris gives
us stands out. If you consider the graph below, the sheer numbers in Paris show how big a mission field it
truly is. As you can see, Paris is a very large city, as just the English speakers in Paris exceed the whole
population of Amsterdam and is not much lower than the entire state of Alabama.
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As we will soon discuss, for these 12 million people, there are very few Christ-centered, Gospelproclaiming churches. And even fewer serving the English community. Therefore, overall we strongly
believe Paris presents a substantial opportunity to spread the Gospel to unreached people.

B. CHRISTIAN WITNESS
Now, the next question concerns the status of Christian witness in the city. For the purpose of this study
we are asking the question of the availability of English-language Christian witness for that 3-4 million
people who reside in the City of Lights.
Depending on how inclusive you want to be on doctrine, there are between 5-7 churches that in which
someone might hear the gospel. Of those churches, only two would probably be comfortable for an
average Baptist, as some of those churches will be more high church, some more mainline liberal, and
some more charismatic. So, 5-7 churches to reach 3-4 million.
When talking about these churches specifically, the current situation is pretty discouraging. The American
Church in Paris, for example, has a PCUSA staff and is compromising on issues such as same-sex
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marriage. The American Cathedral (Episcopalian) has moved even farther away. There are three Anglican
Churches in the Paris region, and their level of evangelical convictions will largely depend on the
convictions of the vicar that is sent to them. Situated near EIC in Rueil-Malmaison, there is one EnglishLanguage Assembly of God church who currently has a female pastor. Hillsong also has a presence in
Paris and has a growing ministry, though everything they do is bi-lingual and they tend to be geared more
towards French speakers.
The English language church that is closest to EIC in doctrine is Trinity Evangelical Church. They are a
Christian Missionary Alliance church and have been good friends and valuable partners. They have
encouraged our church plant and the current worship leader in our church plant is also currently one of the
interns at Trinity. They consistently have short-term missionaries which range from 3 months to 2 year
stays, and these interns have participated both in our young adult ministry and in the church plant.
At this point it is helpful to put the population and witness considerations together. Paris is a city of 12
million that has 3-4 million English speakers. There is currently one English Baptist church, one English
CMA church, and a small handful of other types of churches where you could hear the gospel. Given the
information EIC has gathered, there are 5-10 churches where you could hear the gospel, and amongst
those only 2 churches that the average American Baptist would be comfortable in. If we likened the
situation of Paris to the state of Alabama, it would be as if 3 or 4 Biblically-committed churches were
reaching out to the entire state.
Through the link to this map you can see the English language churches that we are speaking about. EIC
is in red, Trinity is in yellow, and EIC’s church plant (Ternes) is in green. Paris proper is the area within the
circle, and as you can see, the church plant is on the edge of the city. The greater Paris area is vast and
larger than this map. In considering the need for English language churches, it should be pointed out that
there is no English language church on the entire eastern side of Paris, which is the location of Disneyland
Paris.

Given the population and the current desperate dearth of witness, EIC feels burdened to not only plant
this church at Ternes, but to pursue a church planting vision that will extend to the whole Paris area.

C. LOCATION
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With this vision, why did we choose this location as our first plant? To explain, we need to consider the
history of our partnership in this location as well as the strategic location of the plant.

I. EIC’S HISTORY AT TERNES
In 2014, Parker was serving as the Youth and Young Adult Pastor at EIC. Young adults (ages 18-35) are
a big part of the ministry at our church and a huge mission field in Paris. Many young adults have come to
EIC from Paris because of the lack of church options, despite the fact that it often takes them an hour or
more to get to our church. This travel problem made outreach difficult, so Parker began to look for a place
in Paris to host our midweek young adult bible study. In that search, he was able to meet Edouard Nelson,
who is the pastor of l’Eglise Evangelique de Ternes (French-speaking evangelical Baptist church).
Edouard has been affiliated with Redeemer Presbyterian’s (Tim Keller) City to City organization and has a
heart for church planting. He was like-minded with Parker in both doctrine as well as feeling the burden for
getting more English language churches in Paris. He allowed EIC to host its Thursday night young adult
study in his building, and this ministry flourished shortly thereafter.
As time passed Parker and Edouard began to dream more about church planting. In 2015, Parker became
the Senior Pastor at EIC. Edouard had proposed an English language church plant in his church’s
building, as their church had outgrown their building and was renting a larger place. In Fall 2016, we
began to hold once-a-month informal Sunday services. Then, in 2017, EIC began to take more ownership
of these once-a-month services, with our church leadership developing a strategy for these services. This
involvement coincided with the drafting of a church planting vision statement that will be presented later in
this proposal.
These once-a-month services have met moderate success and the attendance has been good. The
offerings have paid for the (reduced) rent for the building. Attendees have varied from EIC members who

A Sunday service at Ternes
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found this to be a more convenient location, first time visitors, some of which later became regular
members of EIC, and tourists passing through.
The partnership with Edouard and the church at Ternes has been a major factor in the work moving
quickly and being feasible. One of the biggest challenges for planting in Paris is finding a location,
and we are confident that the Lord has given us a good partner. So, this partnership is one reason
why this location at Ternes works so well.

II. EIC’S YOUNG ADULT MINISTRY AT TERNES
Every week during the school term, EIC host an English-speaking, Young Adult Bible study on Thursday
Nights at Eglise Evangelique de Ternes. This is managed by EIC’s Associate Pastor Justin Henricks
whose also manages the Youth Ministry and other planning aspects of the church. He has been intimately
involved with Ternes as his Young Adult ministry is anchored there. He has been part of writing and
casting of EIC’s vision statement (shared below).
In 2017, the average weekly attendance was 8 – 29 which represented 30 countries and the majority were
English speaking French citizens. Many are students, but most participants are in the work force and will
be in Paris for the foreseeable future. They live in central or east Paris which is a significant distance from
Rueil Malmaison and so would more readily attend a church based in Paris.

III. STRATEGIC LOCATION OF THE 17TH ARRONDISSEMENT
Aside from the obvious grace of God’s providence in giving us a partner like Edouard at Ternes, the
location of the plant is ideal. Two factors contribute to this. The first is the type of population that live and
work in the vicinity, and the second is access to public transportation.
First, Paris is organized into areas of town called arrondissements.
The 17th arrondissement is where the church plant will be located,
and it is ideal for several reasons. In the close vicinity of the church is
a large exhibition center and mall called the Palais de Congrès. In
addition, the largest hotel in Paris (and apparently in Europe) is the
Hyatt Regency, which is a 5 minute walk from the plant.
The neighboring city (another 5 minute walk away) is the city of
Neuilly. This is one of the wealthiest areas in France and many expat
contract workers live here. We have several church members that
come to EIC from this area, and there is potential to reach many
more. The Marymount Catholic School is in this town, which is one of
the best English-language education options (K-8th grade) in Paris.
This is a school that EIC has good relations with (Parker has been
invited to speak there and EIC has a church member who is a
teacher there). In addition, the American Hospital is also in this area.
A couple of metro stops past Neuilly is the massive mission field
called La Defense. La Defense is the Wall Street of France, where
you find high rise buildings and important commercial areas. It
employs many international business people, and the majority will
speak and work in English. The potential for ministry in this area is an unmined wealth of opportunity.
Ternes also gives us a presence in Paris. The church is a short distance from the Arc de Triumph and the
Champs-Elysées, which is a major road in the city. Most people who live in Paris are going to find this
location at Ternes far more convenient than EIC’s head church in Rueil-Malmaison. Thus, it helps us
reach a new group of people who may otherwise attend EIC, but do not because of location.
Second, and most importantly, the Ternes location is excellent for public transportation. This factor must
not be understated. If you recall the map above and see how few churches there are, travel will be
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necessary for most people when looking for a church – since most people in Paris do not own cars. If
there are 3 churches in the city that you would feel comfortable going to, then you may have to travel a
long distance to get there. So, access to public transportation (subway, bus, RER trains) is the most
important factor when thinking about location. EIC’s location in Rueil-Malmaison is not very convenient for
public transport, and this contributes to difficulties associated with growth. While we have mostly full
services by God’s grace, we have heard countless times the complaint, “we love your church, but it’s too
far away.”
Ternes will not have this problem. Being in Paris and a 5 minute walk from a major metro/train station, it is
quite convenient for almost anyone in the area. In addition, it is only one bus ride away from EIC, so it will
be easy to support the plant from the mother church.
So, given the current state of Paris – including the 3-4 million English language people, the few gospelcentered churches, and the great opportunity concerning a location that God has orchestrated – the
question concerning to “why” of a church plant has ample support.

III. EIC’S CHURCH PLANTING VISION
Emmanuel International Church is convinced that church planting is the best way to be obedient to Jesus
in His mission for building the kingdom of God in our context. Our vision, therefore, includes our desire to
reach the English speakers of Paris and to plant churches who are faithful to the Lord and will share our
DNA. In this way, we hope to create a family of churches that will all share in the task of providing Englishlanguage worship for the international population of Paris. To do that, we want to present our vision for
who we are as a church, as well as our beliefs and distinctives. The vision, beliefs, and distinctives are
aspects that we hope to put into the DNA of all future church plants that we will be associated with.

A. EIC’S BELIEFS
Rather than write a lengthy statement of faith, our convictions can be summarized with the following four
terms, as is written on our website.

I. EIC IS A CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our beliefs adhere to the historic Christian faith, particularly in the doctrine of the Trinity and in the person
of Christ

II. EIC IS A PROTESTANT CHURCH
Our beliefs are in line with the Protestant tradition, particularly in the convictions that salvation is by grace
alone through faith alone.

III. EIC IS AN EVANGELICAL CHURCH
Our beliefs are in line with the evangelical tradition, particularly in our emphasis on the gospel as the only
way for salvation, the conviction that each individual must be “born again,” and that the Bible is the
sufficient, inspired and inerrant word of God.

IV. EIC IS A BAPTIST CHURCH
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Our interpretations of Scripture are in line with the Baptist tradition, particularly concerning believer’s
baptism and the autonomy of the local church.

B EIC’S AFFILIATIONS
EIC is affiliated with the International Baptist Convention (IBC) and the Fédération des Eglises
Evangéliques Baptistes de France (FEEBF).
This International Baptist Convention has its roots in the Southern Baptist Convention. In the past it was
called the European Baptist Convention, though the name has changed because we now have churches
all over the world. While we still enjoy a friendship with the SBC, the move by the International Mission
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Board to focus on heart-language ministry has meant we partner in less direct ways. In the past, our
church has had pastors and youth pastors that were sent by the International Mission Board as
missionaries and journeymen.
EIC fits well with the IBC, as there is a strong push towards church planting in the vision of the convention.
Parker serves on one of the church planting LEAD teams, which consists of doing feasibility studies for
new cities, assessing church-planter candidates, and strategizing for church planting in Central Europe.
Experienced church planters in international settings have been coaching Parker throughout this process,
and the IBC is even providing some financial aid for the first year.
EIC is also affiliated with the French Baptist Association (FEEBF, the same group the IMB partners with).
This group is also supportive of our church, and does much to help us stay legal in France. While we
enjoy good relations with them, we participate less with them than the IBC because they are focused on
French language ministry.

C. EIC’S VISION
We have a long and a short version of our vision statement. First, the long version:
Emmanuel International Church is committed to providing English-language ministry to glorify God in the
culturally rich and global region of Paris. Out of grateful hearts that have been transformed by Him both
individually and as a community, we worship Jesus believing that he died for our sins and rose again in
triumph over death. We are committed to the witness of the Bible, believing it is completely trustworthy
and sufficient for teaching us about God and ourselves. This commitment motivates us to grow together in
Christ and equips us for every good work. Therefore, we strive to love our city and our world, seeking to
bring them this precious gospel because of the peace and redemption that it brings.
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And the shorter version:

In order to reach the Paris region, we need to expand by church planting. One church in the suburbs
simply cannot provide witness and worship for such a vast area.
Keeping with our vision to providing English-language ministry for the Paris region, EIC will try to plant
churches all across Paris. This proposal concerns only the first step in carrying out this vision – our first
plant at Ternes. Ternes will become part of a family of autonomous churches that will share a common
vision to reach the English-language community of Paris.

IV. STRATEGIC PLAN
Three main areas need to be considered when trying to lay out the plans for a church plant. Every plant
needs a congregation, a convenient place to meet, and faithful leadership. Underneath these financial and
spiritual needs are the resources that will be necessary to sustain the church.

A. CONGREGATION
As stated earlier, this past year (2017) EIC has been running a once-a-month service at the Ternes
location, with about 20-40 attendees in a building that holds 80. Amongst completely new attendees,
some have become members of the main campus in Rueil-Malmaison. This is encouraging considering
this service only takes place once a month,. No one can commit to a church that only meets monthly, so
we cannot accurately judge the viability of the church plant based on that. Nevertheless, the fact that twice
we have already had almost 40 of 80 seats filled is very encouraging.
In early 2018, we plan to establish an every-week meeting, which will be seen as the official “launch” of
the Ternes church plant. We believe that every week services will create the possibility for those who
attend to commit to the ministry of the new church.
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So far there have been three main ways new people have gotten connected with Ternes. The first way
people have found the church is through the Internet. One of the strengths in the new church plant being
born out of an existing church is that the new church can benefit from the mother church’s reputation and
resources. This is very much in play for Ternes and EIC at Rueil-Malmaison. Parker inherited a church
that has a positive reputation and history of providing faithful ministry in Paris and supportive and
dedicated alumni who are around the world. EIC has a professional website and a strong social media
footprint. So, when anyone looks for an English-speaking church in Paris, the Ternes church will already
have an offline and online reputation and presence thanks to the work the mother church has already
done in this regard.
Second, many new people have come to Ternes through its current Thursday night young adult studies.
This ministry is growing due to its effective online strategy and the faithfulness of the members in inviting
friends. We foresee this young adult ministry being shared between the congregations in the future. With
an every week service at Ternes, this congregation will be a natural place for those who join that group to
worship on Sundays.
The third way is through word of mouth. The closer proximity to Paris and easier location of Ternes makes
this method much more effective than it would be for the Rueil campus. When doing evangelism and
inviting friends to come to a church gathering, it’s usually easier getting someone to come to Ternes than
Rueil.
Given the trend we have seen in the once-a-month service as well as the Thursday night young adult
studies, we believe that once an every-week service is offered the congregation will fill up relatively
quickly. In fact, it is quite plausible that the new congregation will outgrow the Ternes building within 1-2
years.

B. PLACE TO MEET
The details of the choice of location at Ternes are addressed above. Here, we address the viability of the
use of these premises going forward. Currently a French church rents the building and sublets it to us (i.e.,
they are not the owners of the building).
The French renting church at
Ternes outgrew their building and
began to rent a new place in the
neighborhood so they might grow.
The pay 800 euros a week for
their window of worship time on
Sunday morning at Ternes. When
they approached us, they allowed
us to sublet their building on
Sunday morning for 250 euros a
week. Up until this point, the
average offerings at the Ternes
campus have been able to pay
this rent, which helps illustrate the
economic viability of this plant.
One new factor is that the French
church has recently lost some key
members. Because of this, their numbers and funds have been down. This has caused them to go back to
the use of their own building on Sunday mornings on weeks there are French holidays (which is quite
often).
One option for us would be to match what they pay for rent (i.e., 800 euros per week) and become the
fulltime tenant ourselves, though this amount of rent is too high at the moment. The second option, which
we are moving forward with, is to have our services in the afternoon and continue subletting. This allows
11

us to have the building at the much-discounted price (i.e., 250 euros per week) as well as have a
consistent meeting time—and one that many people working in the city would find attractive.
With these things in place, we feel as if the question of a location for the church has been solved for
the initial phase of this plant. If the church grows larger than 80 attendees, then we will have to reexamine the situation. Once it reaches that point, however, the church will be in a better position to either
pay for the use of more time in the building for a second service or find a larger place in the neighborhood.

C. FINANCES
For the 2018 year, the operation costs of the Ternes church will be financed by EIC Rueil. The rent for
Ternes is the main operational expense. In addition to paying the rent, a small provision of 1000€ has
been set aside in EIC’s 2018 Budget to cover other expenses relating to Ternes’ first year of operations.
This would cover items such as hospitality, advertising and other ministry-related expenses if required.
While it is understood that Ternes will need to be financially supported by EIC in its infancy year(s), ideally
the Ternes plant would be a position to create its own budget by end the of 2018, and would fund its
budget exclusively from Ternes’ offerings. This aspiration is very dependent on how the Ternes church
plant develops and evolves during its first year. Finances will be something that will need to be closely
monitored by the church plant team, in order for them to assess when would be an appropriate point for
Ternes to be more financially independent from EIC and for them to start preparing their own budget for
future years.
One major expense that Ternes will grow into is pastor support. EIC has been able to secure a 10,000€
grant from the International Baptist Convention devoted to pastor support for the church plant in 2018.
We are very thankful for the convention’s faith in us and investment in Ternes as a new plant! The
remainder of the money needed (estimated at about 40,000€ or $47,000) will be raised by the combined
efforts of EIC and the future church planter building other gospel partnerships.

D. LEADERSHIP
The most difficult aspect of the three needs for the plant is the question of leadership. Jesus himself told
us it would be this way: The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few. Lack of workers in the past is
what has determined that we could only do a once-a-month service, and the addition of a new worker is
what is allowing us to transform the once-a-month meeting into a full-fledged church plant.
Other than the two full time pastors on staff, we have two members who are able to preach and have been
involved at Ternes. Our church council president is a retired pastor and enjoys preaching from time to
time, though consistent preaching duties would be too much to ask of him. We also have a church
member who is a missionary with ‘Jews for Jesus’ who is a capable preacher, but his focused ministry is
elsewhere. So while these two men have been (and will be) assets in this plant, their presence can not
move us beyond a once-a-month service.
Yet the Lord has been faithful in helping us move forward. Beginning in January 2018, K.J. Pugh and his
family will be moving to Paris to join us in our work. K.J. is an experienced pastor and has already served
as a successful church planter in Europe. He is on board with the vision of the plant and has the same
burden for Paris as EIC does. He will serve at EIC as a “Church-Planting Missionary,” and his presence
on staff will give the church the margin necessary to accomplish the pastoral needs of both congregations.
He is effective in preaching and discipleship. His gifts will not only ensure that the pastoral duties are
accomplished, but also that they will be accomplished well.
The Pugh’s are currently raising support to fund their time planting Ternes. The current plan is that K.J.
will serve in this role for a year to a year and a half, though the length of time will be determined by the
amount of support they are able to raise. They themselves have been willing to make financial sacrifices
in order to make this happen, and we pray that the Lord will supply their needs based on his desires for
their service in Paris.
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There is some concern about the prospect of someone serving as a pastor of a new congregation that has
a short-term end date, but there are also unique advantages. Once the Pugh’s arrive, a clock starts in the
mind of the congregation which hopefully will add a helpful sense of urgency to move more quickly
towards long-term sustainability. While we see this as being helpful, we also don’t want the plant to be
seen as resting on the shoulders of one person. From the beginning, we are not going to look to K.J. as
the sole pastor of the church plant (unless the Lord leads and enables his family to stay longer). Rather,
as EIC’s Church-Planting Missionary, he will be part of a team of pastors caring for both churches. While
he will initially give the majority of his time to the plant in Ternes, he will also devote some time to the
mother church in Rueil, freeing up the pastors there to be part of the ministry at Ternes. This will be
increasingly the case as the Pughs’ time in Paris draws to close—particularly freeing up whoever on the
leadership team is tapped to be the main pastor at Ternes. We hope that K.J.’s time in Paris will help us
establish a leadership structure that will endure beyond his stay with us.
With the expectation that the Pughs’ stay will be short-term, the question of the long-term future pastor
must be urgently considered. After the feasibility considerations that we have outlined, we think that it is
likely that there will be a sizable congregation to be pastored in Ternes by the end of the Pughs’ stay. Yet,
while we remain optimistic about God’s hand and guidance in this vision, we would be (pleasantly)
surprised if the new church had complete financial autonomy by the time K.J. passed the work on, as only
a small minority of church plants reach financial autonomy in their first two years.
While EIC in Rueil is financially and logistically invested in this work, the current financial situation
will not allow us to pay the new Ternes pastor. Our budget is just meeting the requirements for our
own ministry, and the transient nature of our church makes it difficult to predict what our financial situation
will look like year to year. With this reality, we must recognize that our church in Rueil-Malmaison does not
have the resources at this moment to fulfill its vision to reach Paris through a fresh wave of church
planting.
Recognizing finances are an important component, we plan to establish sound budget practices in the
DNA of new churches, so that from the start it’s on a trajectory to wean itself off any outside support. For
example, from the first budget that the plant produces, we plan to have a certain percentage of their
income going into a salary for a pastor. This way, the newly planted church will always be in the habit of
supporting their workers—the lack of which is a widespread problem in France. With time and the Lord’s
provision, we believe that this financial autonomy can be achieved at Ternes.
This will be our mindset as we move forward in our vision even beyond Ternes. We will seek to have a
family of autonomous churches united under one family vision, and we believe that this is the healthiest
way to have long-term, sustainable ministry in Paris. Yet we do expect that the new churches will face the
same challenges that ours does, namely, the problem of turnover. Even with constant turnover, churches
can grow to stand on their own feet. But because of the instability that turnover creates, we need help
from external, stable partners in order to expand.
Therefore, networking will be important for us. While there is enormous potential for gospel expansion in
this great city, the churches here are financially weak in a place where expenses are high. We believe that
external partnerships can create the resources needed to expand gospel ministry into the most gospelpoor regions of Paris.
In our networking vision, we want to be critically careful that financial support does not become an
unhealthy crutch for new congregations. Our hope is that these partnerships will help to expand the
ministry, not to sustain churches. So, in terms of our plans for Ternes, networking will play an important
role in getting the church to a place of sustainability. We hope that initial, short-term investments by some
gospel-hearted churches will naturally translate into long-term fruitful partnerships. We see nothing as
more worthwhile than populating a strategic international city like Paris with gospel-preaching churches.
We believe that God is giving others that heart as well. So, a big part of accomplishing our vision will
be the work for finding like-minded partners who want to see churches planted in Paris.
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While part of our need does present itself in the form of finances, we also understand that partnerships
involve much more than that. Apart from Christ we can do nothing. This means we need to be praying,
and we need people praying for us. We will need spiritual encouragement and training. We believe
partnerships will help us in so many ways.
As we think about the pastor beyond the Pughs stay, it will be very important to find someone who will buy
into the greater vision of EIC. While we want to plant autonomous churches, we also expect those
churches to have a certain DNA. We want them to reflect our evangelical theological convictions as well
as our missionary vision to plant churches in Paris. The next pastor will need to embrace the family vision
that we have at EIC.
This family is one that we are proud of. I (Parker) myself recognize that I have inherited a legacy of
ministry here. EIC has served Paris for more than 50 years, and the alumni who have carried this torch
live in each corner of the globe. Our prayer is that we will add new partners to our family that will help us
litter the City of Lights with Communities of Light.

V. CONTACT
You can get more information about Emmanuel International Church on our website:
WWW.EICPARIS.ORG
You can contact Pastor Parker Windle by emailing him: parker@eicparis.org
Also see: www.PlantParis.com
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